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2024Dustjacket
You should have a dustjacket 
imposition in hand from 
your Customer Service 
Representative before 
creating your dustjacket file.
To the right is an example 
of a dustjacket imposition.

Finding Layout 
Measurements
Familiarize yourself with the 
different measurements of 
the layout. 

Dustjacket Imposition

1. Shows Bleed Amount

2. Shows Spine Width

3. Shows Panel Width

4. Shows Wrap/Fold Width

5. Shows Flap Width
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Setting Up the InDesign 
Document
Enter the trim width and height, and measurements 
from your imposition in the following areas: 

Finding Layout 
Measurements
Find the total height and width of your imposition. 
Subtract .25 inches from both amounts. The bleed 
will be included in the setup.

Figuring Width Without Bleed 
26.939 is the total width of this document. If we 
combine the left and right bleed, each .125, we get 
.25. If we subtract .25 from the total width, we get 
the trim width of 26.689.

Figuring Height Without Bleed
11.5 is the total height of this document. If we 
combine the left and right bleed, each .125, we get 
.25. If we subtract .25 from the total width, we get 
the trim width of 11.25.
These amounts will be the trim size of your 
InDesign document

Number of Pages 
(1) Dustjacket

Columns show the two (2) 
panels of your Dustjacket Column gutter is the 

space between the 
two panels or spine 
.375 Spine Width
(Be sure to use the spine 
width provided on your 
cover imposition)

Margins to add a Critical Trim 
line guide .125 in

Bleed to add a Bleed 
line guide .125 in
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Setting Guides  
for Flaps
Your initial file will look like 
the example below. You’ll now 
create guides for the flaps. 
According to the imposition, 
the flap width is 4.25 inches. 
Drag a guide to the edge of 
your dustjacket. The white 
area is the actual printing 
portion of the page. Your X 
coordinate will be 0 and you’ll 
add 4.25 inches. This sets 
the guide at 4.25 inches for 
your flap: You’ll do the same 
guide on the other side by 
subtracting 4.25 inches from 
the coordinate from the edge. 

Drag Guide by clicking in the ruler, hold down 
your mouse button and drag a guide to the 
edge of the page. Then add or subtract 4.25 
inches. Coordinates can be found in the 
Advanced Menu Screen where shown above
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Setting Guides for Wraps/Folds
Create guides for the wraps/folds. By dragging a guide to the flap lines you created in the last example, you can add (on the left side) 
or subtract (on the right side) .157 inches in the X coordinate for the wrap/fold. Below is a complete setup of a dustjacket file. You have a 
column gutter representing your spine, panels and flaps are clearly indicated, as well as where your dustjacket will wrap/fold. Items that 
bleed need to extend to the bleed line, and no copy should be in the folds.
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Exporting your File
Center all elements to the areas of flap, panels and spine. Follow any additional 
submission guidelines. Export your PDF using the Walsworth PDF Preset.

Mountain men were most common in the 
North American Rocky Mountains from 
about 1810 through to the 1880s (with a 

peak population in the early 1840s). They 
were instrumental in opening up the various 
emigrant trails (widened into wagon roads) 
allowing Americans in the east to settle the 
new territories of the far west by organized 
wagon trains traveling over roads explored 
and in many cases, physically improved by 

the mountain men and the big fur companies 
originally to serve the mule train based 

inland fur trade.

Mountain men arose in a natural geographic 
and economic expansion that was driven 
by the lucrative earnings available in the 

North American fur trade, in the wake of the 
various 1806–07 published accounts of the 
Lewis and Clark Expedition findings about 
the Rockies and the Oregon Country where 
they flourished economically for over three 
decades. By the time two new international 

treaties in early 1846 and early 1848 officially 
settled new western coastal territories in the 
United States and spurred a large upsurge in 

migration, the days of mountain men making 
a good living by fur trapping had largely 

ended. The fur industry was failing because 
of reduced demand and over trapping. With 
the rise of the silk trade and quick collapse of 
the North American beaver-based fur trade 
in the 1830s–1840s, many of the mountain 

men settled into jobs as Army scouts, wagon 
train guides or settled throughout the lands 
which they had helped open up. Others, like 
William Sublette, opened fort-trading posts 

along the Oregon Trail to service the remnant 
fur trade and the settlers heading west.

The life of a mountain man was rugged, and 
many did not last more than several years 

in the wilderness. They faced many hazards, 
especially when exploring unmapped 
areas: biting insects and other wildlife, 

bad weather, diseases of all kinds, injuries, 
and the opposition of Indigenous people, 

presented constant physical dangers. Grizzly 
bears were one of the mountain men’s 

greatest enemies.
Winters could be brutal, with heavy 
snowstorms and low temperatures.

In order to stay alive, the men needed keen 
senses and knowledge of herbal remedies 

and first aid, among other skills. In summer, 
they could catch fish, build shelter, and 
hunt for food and skins. The mountain 

men dressed in suits made of deer skin that 
had stiffened after being left outdoors for 
a time, which gave them some protection 

against the weapons of particular enemies. 
There were no doctors in the regions where 
mountain men worked, and they had to set 
their own broken bones, tend their wounds, 

and nurse themselves back to health.

Aaron Brown grew up in the Pacific 
Northwest, and graduated from the 

University of Washington. In his free time, 
he likes hiking with his family, fishing, 

and hunting.
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